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About This Content

Take some load off your fingers with this brand new special edition Turkey Auto Clucker.

You will receive 1 Auto Clucker and the special Turkey skin.

Get it Now!

You can assign the Auto Clucker to do the following:
- Automatically cluck on monsters 10 times a second.

- Continuously level up a hero.
- Activate a skill when it's ready.
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Title: Clicker Heroes: Turkey Auto Clucker
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Free to Play, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Playsaurus
Publisher:
Playsaurus
Release Date: 15 Nov, 2016
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Not a good game, extemeley boring and the text to speech is horrible for voice acting. I wonder if it gets more fun as the game
continues but I couldn't sit throguh the beginning, too boring.

If this does recive more content, fun levels and better voices I will definitley buy again.. WAY MY MONEY IN THIS
PROGRAM.. This is a good game and a good coop experience for two people in story mode. However the game does have
some technical issues for which i am posting fixes below:

Crashing:

To fix this, you need to uncheck (disable) "Use D3D12" in options on the launcher.
You also need to set screen mode to "Full Screen Borderless Window" which is also in options on the launcher.

Sound Distortion:

In the launcher, turn off "Audio Reverb Quality."

With these fixes, the game should run fine for you.

It's a good game with a range of difficulty settings which make it easy to get into.

Some of the voice acting is fairly cheesy but it's still a good satisfying, user-friendly WWII adventure game with story coop for
two players.. I'm a beast. Love this game just a simple fun game to play to relax. Eyes hurt from seeing Red alot, but it was fun
for what I played of it. I recommend it.. The only thing I can compare it to is Surgeon Simulator. But bad.. surprisingly neat
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they over coplicated the game play to the point where even in very east mode the game is unwinable.

the fact is it easy for the developers to play a game they made because they know every milk and crannie to the game. but what
most developers dont realize is not every one is into over complicated games where you die to quickly and easily espesially in
very easy mode which is for the new players.

it wasnt a bad game visually but the gameplay itself was as a matter of fact a huge let down and im very dissapointed with them.

im sorry but a game thats unwinnable is an insault to gamers who spend there time and money buying a game that they
themselves wanna win quickly. this is also why people buy arcade style games in the first place as a (5 mins) meditation to
escape the real world and the last thing they wanna have is being constantly blown up and getting stressed out from it

personally this game needs to go back to the drawing board while visually its good the gameplay itself was an insault to gamers
every where so for these reason i have to give Psichodelya a persoanal rating of 1\/10. A funky casual game with some quality
music.
You play as a small blue charactor swimming around to the beat of the music whilst following a small stroyline, you have
obsticles to get by and a few puzzling situations which are not difficult to figure out, the path in which you take is also pretty
obvious, but the music makes the game which is enough to keep you entertained for a couple hours or more.
Graphics are great, controls are simple enough to use aswel, overall i like it and is a good casual game to add to your collection..
If it was for pure gameplay I would recommend this product without hesitating, but some parts of the game are just so
unbearable that I would give this a not recommended.

First, the controls are used to create an artificial difficulty. A map of square edges using the arrow keys to navigate should be
easy to control, but the game moves your ball 3 spaces per arrow click. Which means you have to give diagnal inputs to move
around and will often still miss your turn or take the wrong path.

Second, the choice of backgrounds at times is just beyond hideous. A few levels I raced through just to get a different
background, while others gave me a splitting headache. There should be a seizure warning attached to this game for some of the
background choices (gray background with light green diagnal lines).

It's rare to see a basic "easy win" game crushd into the ground by the design team.. Is simple, its retro, its panda in space! :D
I love a character design <3

The price is good, so go ahead and buy it!. A real joy to play!
Not long -or difficult- enough to get bored, beautiful music and eye for detail.
The drawings, funny sounds, story and the fact this game is for free show the love put into this project.
Perfect for a rainy afternoon!
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